
Tomorrow’s Treasurers 
Ruler Case 
REVISED 

Supply List Required Before Class 
 

1) Basic sewing supplies: 
▪ Sharp Fabric Scissors, at least 7-8" long 
▪ Straight Pins at least 1 ¼ " long with a colored head  
▪ Hand Sewing needles 
▪ Metal seam guide 5-6" long 
▪ Wonder Clips optional 
▪ Seam Ripper 
▪ Thread to match your fabrics 
▪ Standard foot, zipper foot, and edge foot for your sewing machine 
▪ 90/14 universal sewing machine needle 
▪ Sewing Machine 
▪ Decorative thread as an accent for top of pockets (optional) 
▪ Bring any leftover fabric to class 

 
2) Supplies needed for class: 

a. Rulers planned for the case 
b. Zippers by the yard 1 package, prefer #5 coil (width including tape should be 1 

¼”), plus 2 large zipper pulls (1-1/8”) 
c. Webbing for handles 1” wide; top handles 30”; optional side handles 30” 
d. Main case fabric is 2 pieces, 1 piece of batting or Soft & Stable interfacing,  
e. Bias binding 3 yards; if making your own binding use 1 ½”wide; if using purchased 

binding use ½” double fold bias seam binding; if using binding to finish top of 
pockets increase your bias binding accordingly  

f. 1 yard of fabric for pockets depending on the number of pockets and size; feel 
free to use fabric scraps for the pockets 

 
3) Pre-Work Required,  

a. Main fabric cut 2 pieces 21 wide X 30” high; cut the same of either batting or Soft 
& Stable; sandwich the batting or Soft & Stable between the 2 main fabric pieces 
and quilt with vertical lines 1-2” apart (Note when using directional fabric make 
sure both sides are going in the same direction); square this quilted rectangle to 
20” X 29” (this size will accommodate rulers 8” wide and 24” high, If using a larger 
ruler increase size accordingly); slightly round the four corners; now serge all raw 
edges 

b. Cut all pockets for the rulers you plan for the case; for the pocket measurement 
add 2”to the ruler width and subtract 2-3” from the ruler length; serge all sides of 



the pockets (when binding the top of pocket sew your binding on first and then 
serge); sew a 3/8” guide seam on the 2 long sides and ½” on the top and bottom 
of all pockets (this will become your press line), when binding the top of pocket 
delete the guide seam; plan on 3-4 pockets for one side and 2-3 pockets for the 
second side; pockets will be stacked largest on the bottom and smallest on top 

c. Cut 2 zipper tabs 1-3/4” wide X 4” long 

 
NOTE: Sewing Machines: 
You must bring along with your sewing machines the following: 

1. Must bring the sewing machine attachments, feet (referenced above), screw driver, etc. 
2. Must have owner’s manual for your machine 
3. Bring 2 extra bobbins with no thread 
4. Remember to bring the power cord and foot pedal        

 
For those students who need Sewing machines please contact store personnel for available 
sewing machine rentals. 

 
 

 


